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Portland, 7th April, 1828.
Samuel Cook Esq.
Dear Sir,
Your favor of the 17th
ult. postmarked Old Town, March 27th, was
duly received, and I am. obliged to you
by the information communicated. It is
desirable to have correct intelligence of what
is going on upon the Frontier, and dependent, as you are of necessity, upon occasional
report, to prevent erroneous impressions from
being conveyed, as far a possible.
From what has recently transpired
however, as well as from former evidence,
I think there can remain no ground of doubt
that the upper settlers on the Aroostook have
been seriously agitated and alarmed.
From intelligence you will have received
ere this, respecting the determination of
the national government to station a Safeguard at Houlton, I think a greater degree of Security will be imparted and a
more tranquil feeling inspired on the frontier.
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Since the Federal government has gone so far
for our quiet and protection, in the measures it
has taken, upon the Reports it has received, officially and otherwise, of the State of things in that
quarter, both in regard to Baker, and also
the relief of your vicinity, it certainly behooves
ourselves and your neighborhood to use great
forbearance, caution, and circumspection such
as I am happy to see have heretofore been observed, and the reasons for which are only increased by the more comfortable and advantageous situation in which you will now be
placed. You and your friends and neighbors
at Woodstock in particular, with whom your social
intercourse has been so mutually obliging and
agreeable, it is very desirable to keep up, and cultivate the same terms of respectful and friendly
considerations which have been so uniformly observed by them, --- and of which the only interrupttions experienced from the conduct of one or two
individuals in the exercise of a little brief authority, has passed away. I am confident
of the reliance which may be reposed for this
purpose on the useful influence of our other fr1ends,
Mr. Dunn, Mr. Putnam, in connection with
yourself, in giving a proper tone to your Community.

I can assure you all with the utmost
sincerity that I cherish a very deep interest
in your affairs, -- not the less undoubtedly
from having been among you, -- and you
have a right to rely on my most faithful
services on your behalf for any purpose
or on any occasion that may arise for them
Please to request Mr. Dunn to forward
me the minutes he showed me concerning
Mr. Cloughʼs services to me, by a favor
able opportunity. I wish you to ascertain
from Christie or other sources the price which
he paid, or the compensation Dalton actually
received for his improvements and effects.
The Statements of Dalton respecting the crop he
raised are satisfactorily supported by the other
testimony. I wish to know what he got.
Can you inform me of any particulars relating
to the visit of one or two British officers among
you within a year or two past? their names, rank, etc.
Your requests to me shall not fail of attention,
when the Governor returns, --- which has been delayed by the sickness, and decease of his Excellent
& venerated mother. He is much gratified by
the course the general government has adopted in
regard to Baker, and his heart is on the line.
I remain, with true respect, your friend and servʼt.
C.S. Davies

(P.S. Concerning the little matter of business I left with you,
you know I wished to have the least to do with that as
possible. I wish you to avoid creating any expense,-and wish you not to do or receive anything without directions from Solomon Thayer, Esq. at Lubec, to whom I recommend
you to write, --- I wish to wash my hands of it entirely.)

Samuel cook Esq.
Houlton
Maine
(The above P.S. you will consider only as word of mouth)

